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Apple Throws a Wrench Into Nasdaq’s Gearbox

Shares of tech company slump, helping to end a 10-day winning streak for the index

By KRISTEN SCHOLER
Feb. 25, 2015 7:11 p.m. ET

The Nasdaq Composite Index's longest winning streak in more than five years ended with a whimper at the hands of a surprising culprit: a pullback in the world's most valuable company, Apple Inc.

Shares of Apple slumped 2.6% after Google Inc. on Wednesday introduced technology to encourage companies and employees to use Android smartphones for work. Dubbed Android for Work, the initiative was first announced in June 2014.

To Read the Full Story, Subscribe or Log In
EU and US groups sound alarm on China cyber security rules
The Kaspersky equation

A Russian antivirus firm impresses the sceptics, again
Feb 19th 2015, 15:58 | From the print edition

Casting Kaspersions THERE is more than one reason to harbour doubts about Eugene Kaspersky and the computer-security company that bears his name. He graduated from an institute close to the KGB and later worked for the Red Army.
/** LOAD PROXY LIST */
file_put_contents('proxy.txt',$list_proxy);

/** LOAD RSS CHANNELS AND STORE EVERY SINGLE ARTICLES */
foreach ($rss_all_channels as $i => $url_rss_feed) {
    $report_check =  '&lt;br /&gt;&lt;br /&gt;&lt;a href=&apos;url.$url_rss_feed.&apos; target=_new&gt;Rss feed:&apos;$url_rss_feed.&apos;&lt;/a&gt;';
    // Check if the channel has been already harvested
    $channels_harvested=file_get_contents($file_report_channels, true);
    if($s=1){
        //if(strlen($channels_harvested, $url_rss_feed)){
        foreach($s->&gt;channel-&gt;item as $entry) {
            echo '&lt;li&gt;&lt;a href=&apos;$entry-&gt;link&apos; title=&apos;$entry-&gt;title&apos;&gt; ' . $entry-&gt;title . ' &lt;/a&gt;&lt;br /&gt;&lt;br /&gt;' . $entry-&gt;pubDate . ' &lt;&lt;br /&gt;' . $entry-&gt;description . '&lt;br /&gt;&lt;br /&gt;&lt;/li&gt;';
            echo $id_article_e = trim($entry-&gt;guid);
            //echo $id_article_e.'&lt;br /&gt;';
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**India**

Tribal militants kill 48 in India’s Assam
Bodo separatist guerrillas launch attacks in retaliation for offensive against them
Wed, 24 Dec 2014 05:20:15 GMT

**Markets**

Asia bourses subdued as year-end nears
Nikkei climbs after big revision to US GDP growth sends S&P 500 to fresh peaks
Wed, 24 Dec 2014 03:28:14 GMT

**Politics Amp Policy**

Labour attacks families’ housing shortage
Party says 87,000 children face Christmas ‘tragedy’ in emergency accommodation
Wed, 24 Dec 2014 00:04:54 GMT

**The Connected Business**

Technology keeps track of wildlife
Non-profits use off-the-shelf products to help species to survive
Wed, 24 Dec 2014 00:04:54 GMT
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**Education**

Civics Instruction Moves Up in Class
After years on the back burner of the nation’s educational agenda, civics is making a comeback.
Fri, 26 Dec 2014 17:54:21 EST

**NY Culture**

Skype Sessions Connect U.S. Arts Teachers With Iraqi Students
A handful of U.S. instructors are using Skype to teach young Iraqi performers artists, who have struggled to further their educations at home.
Fri, 26 Dec 2014 12:55:59 EST

**Today S Markets**

U.S. Stocks Trade Higher
U.S. stocks rose, putting major benchmarks on early track for all-time highs.
Fri, 26 Dec 2014 11:26:52 EST

**World News**

Suspected U.S. Drone Strikes Pakistan
Pakistani intelligence officials say a suspected U.S. drone fired missiles at two compounds in the North...
Redistributing content for free for democratic education

Readers could earn $1 for responding correctly to quizzes about featured articles.

Journalists were invited to claim compensation.

Donors could offer any amount to crowdfund the system.
Traders’ forex chatroom banter exposed

Financial Conduct Authority probe details traders’ collusion to manipulate orders

Exxon, Shell Carbon Emissions Rise

Exxon and Shell are emitting more carbon dioxide despite tapping less oil and natural gas, reflecting the difficulty of tapping new energy sources.

Dutch and Starbucks in tax deal storm

European Commission confronts Amsterdam for allegedly subsidising coffee group’s tax bill

Art is judged by price not aesthetics

We have lost the ability to assess art for ourselves and on its own merits, writes Bendor Grosvenor

FIFA and corruption: Hear no evil

Football’s governing body is struggling to silence its critics. Russia and sweltering Qatar won the rights to host the 2018 and 2022 World Cups.

Senate Report: Banks Had Unfair Commodity-Market Advantages


Cellphone Boom Spurs Antenna Safety Worries

Antennas fueling the nation’s cellphone boom are challenging federal safety rules put in place when signals largely radiated from remote towers off-limits to the public. Now, antennas are in more than 300,000 locations.
Exploring artistically
Distribution of information within the sharing economy

Engaging and Informing the public with an art performance to generate debates and thoughts on Knowledge formation affecting Social Forms through the new media
Pay-to-read became the Paid-to-read schema. A circular economic model in which profit generated from huge amounts of pirated content is invested into informing and educating the public about socio-economic contradictions, while offering rewards to critical journalists, democratically.
Launch of Daily Paywall

on December 20\textsuperscript{th} 2014

Press Release to

10000 Emails contacts
2000 Social Media contacts

1000 prints in Newsracks and
10 Bookstores through NYC
Daily Paywall

Readers can earn $1 for responding to the quiz about the article.

Enjoy the Value of Information
Get Paid to Get Informed

Visit DailyPaywall.com
for free access to over 50,000 articles.
The performance taking place

Personal Reactions

Media Reactions

Legal Reactions
I admire your work, but feel you've missed the mark with this project.


These people need to earn money. I'm one of them.

A once-popular method of financing news reporting was that people would pay some money when they wanted to read it. If a reader couldn't or didn't want to pay, libraries offer no-cost-to-readers access to news publications, a service we all contribute to with our taxes.

Most newspapers and magazines in the U.S. have been laying off staff for years, some closing down entirely, in part because they made the mistake of offering up the hard work of their staff to the public for free early in the era of the popular internet. There are other, business reasons as well — Craigslist destroyed the classified ad market that had buoyed newspaper revenues, for instance — but again, the people most directly affected by that have been news professionals, and after them the communities they served.

Matt 'TK' Taylor
@MattieTK

"Fund the artist" Fuck you Paolo Cirio, this one line takes dailypaywall.com from anything resembling art to piracy, pure and simple

3:43 PM - 23 Dec 2014

Hello! I’ve just answered the question and it says-
You will get paid as soon funds are available!
I see that there is Funds: $ 321 is available now so what’s will be next step to get 1$?

Thank you for what you doing! It’s really rad idea)
Waiting for your response- have a nice day!

I click on links but nothing seems to iopen up ...why?
question: " if I read and posted an article via your site, is that a cause for a law suit under copyright protection?

I had some time ago posted a piece from
The New Yorker and got email from their lawyer telling me to delete or else
regards
fred
Paywalls crumble as artist aggregates paid news articles

CULTURE / 23 DECEMBER 14 / by KATIE COLLINS

"Daily Paywall": Piraterie zehntausenden Artikeln

Künstler machte Artikel von "Wall "Financial Times" zugänglich

Mit "Daily Paywall" wollte der US-Künstler Protest gegen journalistische Artikel setzen. Auf der vor wenigen Tagen rund 60.000 Artikel von "Wall Street"

Un artiste pirate les journaux pour défendre le droit à être informé

Alors qu'un nombre croissant de journaux réservent la lecture de leurs articles à leurs abonnés, l'artiste et activiste italien Paolo Cirio a décidé de redonner l'accès à l'information à tous les internautes, à travers un site qui pirate et partage les articles de trois grands quotidiens américains. Il a même mis en place un site en papier, distribué à New York.

El artista Paolo Cirio cree que no se puede limitar el derecho a la información

Una web paga por leer artículos pirateados

Por Miriam Garcimartin
Más artículos de este autor
05/01/2015@11:47:24 GMT+1

"Daily Paywall" es una web, con su correspondiente versión impresa, que trae de cabeza a los grandes diarios. Su creador, Paolo Cirio, considera que el acceso a la información debe ser libre. Por esta razón y a modo de protesta, ha decidido poner a disposición
Hello Paolo,

Upon investigating complaints from The Financial Times regarding the unauthorized publishing of their copyrighted content on thedailypaywall.com, I have determined that the site is in violation of our Terms of Service, and I have disabled hosting of the site on our network.

Dear Mr. Cirio,

We regret to inform you that as of today we are terminating your subscription to The Wall Street Journal under the username "[redacted]@gmail.com". This is occurring because we believe that your subscription has been used in a manner inconsistent with our Subscriber Agreement and Terms of Use. The link to such is provided below.

http://online.wsj.com/public/page/subscriber_agreement.html

As per the termination of access, you will be receiving a pro-rated refund of $7.86 on your Mastercard ending in 5620. You can expect to see this in the next 5-7 business days.

Should you have any further questions or concerns, please respond directly to this thread.

Cordially,
Elizabeth
Product Support
Dow Jones and Company
Dear Sirs,

*Infringement of Copyright*
I am the General Counsel of The Financial Times Limited ("FT"), the owner and publisher of the website at www.ft.com ("FT Website").

It has come to our attention that a "digital artist" apparently called Paolo Cirio is copying large numbers of articles from the FT website and displaying that infringing content at the website www.dailypaywall.com ("Infringing Website").

*Copyright*
The Infringing Website is an infringement of FT's copyright.

There can be no doubt that the individual is deliberately infringing FT's copyright. Please see this article published yesterday at http://motherboard.vice.com/read/behind-the-daily-paywall-the-site-that-pays-you-to-read-piratedarticles in which the individual, when interviewed, admits to "piracy" and hacking the FT's authentication system in order to access our content for inclusion in his database.

*Terms and Conditions*
In addition to an infringement of FT's rights under the Act and under international copyright conventions, the individual has used the FT Website in violation of FT's terms and conditions of use (see http://www.ft.com/servicestools/help/terms). FT makes clear the restrictions on use placed on users of any the FT Website by publishing the following copyright notice at the bottom of each page of the FT website: "Copyright The Financial Times Limited 2014" FT's copyright policy also states "You may not copy FT content from FT.com or any third party source of FT content such as news aggregators and you may not republish or redistribute full text articles, for example by pasting them into emails or republishing them in any media, including websites, newsletters or intranets" There can be no doubt that this individual is therefore on notice of FT's copyright in the FT Website and FT's associated terms of use.

*Take Down Request*
Under paragraph 19 of the Electronic Commerce (EC Directive) Regulations 2002, article 14 of the E-Commerce Directive (2000/31/EC) and section 512(c) of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, where a website operator has obtained knowledge that unlawful activity is taking place on its website, it must act expeditiously to remove or to disable access to the infringing information.

FT's rights in the articles and headlines from the FT Website are protected in the United Kingdom pursuant to the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 (the"Act") and under international copyright conventions.

By communicating to the public copies of the headlines and articles without FT's permission, this individual is, without limitation, committing a breach of sections 16, 17 and 20 of the Act and of international copyright conventions.
In light of the above, please would you immediately take down the Infringing Website and confirm in writing when this has been done.

In the interim FT reserves all rights and remedies. I look forward to hearing from you as a matter of urgency.

Yours sincerely

Dan Guildford

*General Counsel*

*The Financial Times Limited*

Associate General Counsel, Pearson Professional

Tel: +44 (0)207 873 4014

--------------------------------------

This email was sent by a company owned by Pearson plc, registered office at 80 Strand, London WC2R 0RL. Registered in England and Wales with company number 53723.
Daily Paywall

News: 60885  Funds: $432  Pays: $524
Pearson PLC

Owner of Financial Times and The Economist

Largest publisher and education company worldwide.

It operates in several countries worldwide including Mexico, Saudi Arabia and South Africa, India, China, Brazil.
Pearson pushes into data-driven education. It dominates that market.

Pearson has enormous influence over American education.

Leader in testing and online degrees.
Evil company

Persecuted for corrupting public officials in the states of New York, Texas, California, Florida, New Jersey, Arizona, Alabama, etc.

Pearson has declined signing a Student Privacy Pledge safeguard against commercial data mining.

Pearson contracts prohibits teachers from talking about mistakes that educators find in their softwares and books.
Pearson CEO told The Wall Street Journal

“the ability to put content and applications together, that will really allow us to be king.”

Paolo Cirio

“ The King Is Naked ”